Down:
1. Award Jackie won his first year
2. Negro League team Jackie played for
3. The college Jackie attended
4. The city Jackie's team (Dodgers) called home
5. What state Jackie was born in
6. Name of Jackie's wife
7. The man who recruited Jackie
8. Word used to describe Jackie
9. Hand Jackie threw with

Across:
6. Name of Jackie's wife
7. The man who recruited Jackie
8. Word used to describe Jackie
10. Jackie's Number
Down:
1. The player who crouches behind home plate
2. This phrase is said after the National Anthem plays at a ball game
3. Chris Paddack's Nickname

Across:
2. This person retrieves and supplies bats for players
4. Padres Starting Pitcher
6. A mistake made by a fielder
7. Four _____ leads to a Walk
8. Much of the infield is made of this
Down:
1. This player bats in place of the pitcher in the American League
2. This color is "back" according to the San Diego Padres
3. Division Padres play in
4. A home run that brings in three additional runs

Across:
4. The number of innings in a baseball game
5. Name of Padres fanbase
7. "Buy me some peanuts and ______"
Down:
2. Padres Loyalty program for kids
3. This happens before a game to get players warmed up and ready to play
5. The number of innings in a baseball game
6. This is what it's called when a team hosts series at home
8. Shape of a baseball field

Across:
1. This term refers to a sacrifice fly
4. The official acronym of Major League Baseball
7. This refers to a baseball player who has a very good awareness of the strike zone
9. This is the part of the baseball field that is closest to the wall or fence and is made of a different material than the field
10. Padres firstbaseman
Down:
1. Mr. Padre
3. When a batter has 3 balls and 2 outs it is considered this
4. This happens when a batter swings at and misses a pitch, does not swing at a pitch in this zone or hits a foul ball that is not caught
5. This person stands behind the pitcher and officiates the game

Across:
2. The term used for a batted ball hit in an arcing manner
6. This occurs when a pitcher throws four pitches out of the strike zone
7. Figurine collectible where the head moves up and down
8. Padres Manager
**Down:**
1. Location from where the pitches are thrown
4. This term refers to a run scored by the home team to gain the lead at the bottom of the final inning, thereby ending the game

**Across:**
1. This term refers to a ball hit to the infield
2. Padres New Acquisition from Tampa Bay Rays
3. This term refers to the song that plays each time a player comes to the field
5. This is used by pitchers, basemen, catchers, and outfielders to catch the ball
6. This is where pitchers warm up before going into the game
7. Padres Hall of Fame Closer